
9 Ancient Hebrew 

Richard C. Steiner 

This chapter is dedicated to my esteemed teacher, Professor Henry M. Hoenig
swald. (For the system of transliteration employed in this chapter see note p. 172) 

Ancient Hebrew was the language of the Israelite tribes who, at the beginning of 
the first millennium BCE, established a united kingdom in the land formerly known 
as Canaan. After the reigns of David and his son, Solomon, the united kingdom 
split into the northern kingdom of Israel and the southern kingdom of Judah, the 
latter remaining loyal to the Davidic dynasty in Jerusalem, the former being ruled 
by a series of dynasties until its destruction by the Assyrians in 722 BCE. 

The Babylonians conquered Judah in 586 BCE, exiling its people and razing the 
Temple that Solomon had built in Jerusalem. The Persians, who made Judah a 
province of their empire, allowed Jewish exiles to return and rebuild the Temple. 
The Hellenistic period saw the rise of an independent Judean state under the Has
monean dynasty. The Romans brought an end to this independence, appointing 
Herod as their governor. Two revolts against the Romans had disastrous results. 
The first ended in the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CEo The second, led 
by Bar-Kokhba in 132-135 CE, emptied Judea of its Jewish inhabitants; those who 
were not killed or deported fled to Galilee in the north. 

The two great bodies of literature in ancient Hebrew, composed during the 
period when it was a living language, are biblical literature and tannaitic (early 
Rabbinic) literature, including the code of Jewish law known as the Mishnah and 
legal commentaries to the Pentateuch such as the Mekhilta, the Sifra and the Sifre. 
(All of the citations from tannaitic literature in this chapter are from reliable vo
calized manuscripts; they may disagree with standard editions and dictionaries.) 
The oldest dated manuscripts of these works are from the ninth century CE, but al
most all of the biblical books are represented among the fragmentary scrolls from 
the Dead Sea (Qumran), believed to date from around the first century' BCE. 

Among the Dead Sea Scrolls are also Hebrew versions of apocryphal books such 
as Jubilees (previously known from translations into Greek, Ethiopic, etc.), as 
well as Hebrew works authored by the Qumran sectarians themselves. There are 
also hundreds of inscriptions written by native speakers, ranging in time from C. 

1200 BCE to 132-135 CE (Bar-Kokhba letters). The Canaanite glosses written in 
cuneiform script in the Akkadian letters found atEl:Amarna, Egypt, are from pre-
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Israelite Canaan (fourteenth century BCE), but they are so similar to Hebrew that 
they are regularly cited as evidence for Proto-Hebrew. 

The language of the Hebrew Bible is by no means monolithic. There is enough 
variation to justify distinguishing Standard Biblical Hebrew (SBH; before 500 
BCE) from Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH; after 500 BCE) and both of these from the 
archaic poetic dialect. The relative clause, for example, is introduced in SBH by 
) (isiir 'that', but there is also an unrelated and more archaic dialectal counterpart 
sa+ > sii+ which becomes increasingly common in LBH; in the poetic dialect, 
these conjunctions are sometimes replaced by the archaic zu w, and asyndetic rela
tive clauses are common. 

Mishnaic (or Middle) Hebrew (MH) used to be viewed as an artificial scholas
tic jargon, but the prevalent view today is that MH was a colloquial idiom spoken 
until c. 200 CE and that it was descended from an older colloquial idiom (hereafter: 
Pre-MH) spoken in the biblical period. According to this view, LBH is a purely 
literary language whose non-SBH features come from Pre-MHo 

MH frequently exhibits the culmination of developments begun in SBH and 
continued in LBH. Thus, the word )eYfs,&h 'how' in the archaic poetic dialect 
changes to leY/), in SBH, then to heY/), in LBH and finally to heY)(1/), in MH. Simi
larly, the perfective"# habitual opposition could be expressed in Proto-Northwest 
Semitic only in the past tense. In SBH, we find a new habitual future, in LBH, a 
new habitual infinitive, and in MH, a new habitual imperative (see p. 158). 

On the other hand, MH t;JpiYI:(1h zo W 'this prayer' (Berakhot 4:2), with its t-Iess 
and article-less demonstrative adjective reminiscent of Phoenician, is actually 
more archaic than its SBH counterpart, hat:;JpiYI:(1h haz:o'l (2 Sam. 7:27). The 
same goes for the MH relative conjunction sii+ in comparison with SBH )(isiir 
(see above and Relative Clauses, p. 171). The biblical evidence shows that the ab
sence of the article is characteristic of the archaic poetic dialect (see above) and 
that zohlzow and sii+ were features of Pre-MH and of the northern dialect(s) of 
Hebrew. Clearly, MH is not a direct lineal descendant of SBH. 

The literature of the Qumran sectarians, despite its being preserved in ancient 
copies, is, in some ways, a more problematic source for reconstructing the history 
of Hebrew in ancient times. Most scholars believe that the language of this litera
ture owes more to imitation of the Bible than to the Hebrew vernacular of the 
period. 

Other aspects of the sociolinguistic interplay of dialects (regional and social) 
and languages in Palestine are reflected in various biblical and Talmudic passages: 
Judg. 12:5-6, Isa. 36:11-13, Neh. 13:23-24, Bava ~amma 82b-83a, <Avodah 
Zarah 58b, I:Iullin 137b, and Pal. Talm. Berakhot 4d, Megilla 71b. 

Information about regional dialects can also be gleaned from inscriptions and 
biblical compositions whose geographic origin is known. It has been shown that 
the Hebrew of the northern kingdom, unlike that of the southern kingdom, differed 
from SBH in important respects, at least partly as a result of Phoenician influence. 
Some "northernisms" (e.g., sii+ and zohlzo W discussed above) are standard fea
tures of Pre-MH (especially in Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs) and MH; others 
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(e.g., sat 'year' and unconditional monophthongization of ay and aw) are not. 

Orthography and Phonology 

Consonants: Phonology 
Hebrew exhibits both the loss of old consonants and the creation of new ones. 
Seven of the Proto-Semitic fricatives were lost by merger at various times: the in
terdentals 1 (> s), and 4 (> z)! (> ~), the laterals f (>~) and 1(> s), and the uvulars 
b (> /:t) and r(> ~). In return, seven new consonantal phones were created. An em
phatic p was created to render the unaspirated p of Iranian and Greek, and six fri
catives g, g, 4, Is, p, 1 [v y a x f 9] were created as a result of the assimilation of 
non-emphatic, ungeminated stops to preceding vowels. 

These opposing developments did not exactly cancel each other out. Although 
four of the seven lost fricatives were restored, the old fricatives were phonemes 
while the new fricatives were all allophones of stops, conditioned by a preceding 
vowel, at least in the beginning. (Eventually most of them were phonologized via 
secondary split, when some of the conditioning vowels were deleted.) 

In addition, the language was left with a large concentration of labial phones: 
[p b P fv w m]. Three ofthese phones were redistributed by a merger of /w/ with 
/h/, which seems to be attested already in the vulgar spelling of the Copper Scroll. 
In the Samaritan reading tradition, where the merger was unconditional, the mer
ger product originally had three allophones, distributed roughly as follows: [w] 
after luI, [v] after other vowels, and [b] elsewhere. In the Tiberian tradition, the 
merger was more restricted, but there too w retained its original bilabial realization 
only after u, as in the name Pwh, read [puw:fl] by the Tiberians and [fuw:a] by the 
Samaritans. 

At the other end of the articulatory tract, in the pharynx and the larynx, there 
was a gradual reduction in the inventory for some speakers. By the tannaitic 
period, the Hellenized inhabitants of Beisan, Haifa, and Tivon had merged IbI with 
/hi and J</ with J> /. The mergers seem to have gone further among the Qumran sec
tarians and the Samaritans, but Jerome's descriptions and Arabic renderings of 
Hebrew toponyms (including Haifa and Tivon!) show that the loss of these con
sonants was far from universal. 

Vowels: Phonology 
Proto-Semitic /i:1 and /u:1 were retained unchanged throughout the history of He
brew, but /a:/ became raised and rounded by the fourteenth century BCE in all or 
most environments. The evidence of the Tiberian reading tradition (see pp. 148-
9) suggests that there were two raised and rounded allophones of /a:/, which in one 
instance yielded doublets: Js,an:o> = Js,an:ti> 'zealous'. 

Eventually, the inherited short vowels also developed allophones as did the up
gliding diphthongs: [fl:] and [a] from /a!; [0:], [0] and [fl] from lui; [e:], [e], and [a] 
from /iI; [0:] from /aw/; [e:] and [a:] from /ay/. The merger of some of these allo-
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phones resulted in a completely reorganized system in which the number of con
trastive qualities was doubled and the role of quantity was greatly reduced. 

Long [i:] and [u:] are in complementary distribution with [y] and ]w], respec
tively, and alternate with them, e.g., [ktili:] 'vessel' - [kaly;)~A] 'your vessel', 
[pf:hu:] - [pi:w] 'his mouth', [s~u:] 'lookout point' - [s~wf:] 'rooster', 
[yistal)awti:] 'he will prostrate himself' - [way:iStal).u:] 'and he prostrated him
self'. It is, thus, possible that the semivowels should be viewed as allophones of 
vowels rather than consonantal phonemes. 

Consonants: Orthography 
The Israelites adopted unchanged a twenty-two-sign version of the alphabet cur
rent in their area, even though they had preserved more than twenty-two of the 
twenty-nine Proto-Semitic consonants (see p. 147). Consequently, they were 
forced to use some signs with more than one value. 

Only one instance of such polyphony survived long enough to be recorded by 
the Masoretes (see Vowels, below): 11) s representing both lSI and lsI, the latter 
probably realized [i] until it merged with lsI. Thus, skwr was read [sa:~u:r] < 
[saku:r] when it had the meaning 'intoxicated', but [sa:~u:r] < [iaku:r] with the 
meaning 'hired'. 

Recently, there has been confirmation of an old theory positing two additional 
instances which survived only until the Hellenistic period: n /J representing both 
/QI and fbI; Y ( representing both;C; and Iyl. Thus, /Jrym, read [I)o:rf:m] by the Ma
soretes, originally had two realizations: one with initial [I)] corresponding to the 
meaning 'nobles, freemen' and the other with initial [b] corresponding to the 
meanings 'holes' and 'Hurrians' (seep. 147). 

The polyphony of the letters bgdkpt recorded by the Masoretes has a different 
origin (see p. 147). 

Vowels: Orthography 
Another type of polyphony is that of h, w, and y. These three letters represented 
vowels as well as consonants, but only in a rudimentary, ambiguous fashion, since 
their use as vowel letters (matres lectionis 'reading aids') was not consistent in all 
positions, and the number of vowel phonemes was, in most periods, no less than 
six. Thus, ancient Hebrew had a highly homographic spelling which left much to 
the reader's imagination. 

Such a situation was intolerable in the case of the Bible. Small wonder, then, 
that the Talmud contains many references to an accepted biblical reading tradi
tion, mastery of which was essential for one who aspired to be a reader in the syna
gogue. 

There were, in fact, a number of accepted reading traditions in use at the time 
in Palestine and Babylonia. They were reduced to writing in the post-Talmudic 
period by various schools of traditionists, called "Masoretes," through the inser
tion of "points" into the received consonantal text. The same signs were used to 
record reading traditions of MH. Reliable manuscripts show that there were many 
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differences between the reading traditions of MH and of BH - differences which 
have been partially obliterated in our modem printed editions. 

The differences among the Masoretic reading traditions are, for the most part, 
differences of dialect rather than meaning. The Tiberian and Babylonian systems 
(each with several subsystems) distinguish seven and six contrasting vowel qual
ities, respectively, while the various Palestinian systems and subsystems distin
guish five, six, or seven. 

Stress, Length, and Shewa: Orthography and Phonology 
The primary stress is normally marked by one of the Masoretic accent signs; sec
ondary stress is frequently marked by the gaC ya sign. Both of them lengthen vow
els - hence the name gaCya 'lowing, mooing' given by the Tiberians and the 
alternative names used by later grammarians: miiliig 'bridle' and maciimiYg 're
strainer'. The position of the primary stress - ultimate or penultimate - is contras
tive, at least in BH, serving, for example, to distinguish the IIw sg. f. perfect from 
both its participial and its Illy sg. m. counterparts (e.g., sdMh:t: sab&h 'she re
turned:t: returning; he captured'). The corresponding contrast between the IIw and 
Illy plural perfects (e.g., sdlluw:t: salluw 'they returned:t: they captured', attested 
together in 1 Kings 8:48) seems to have been in the process of breaking down due 
to an increased tendency to stress the final syllable. In sg. Ie. and sg. 2m. forms 
of the perfect, the position of the stress is a tense marker (e.g., mdsal;!ta :t: 
u wmasal;!td 'you anointed:t: and you shall anoint' attested together in Exod. 40: 15; 
see p. 156). 

Outside of closed unstressed syllables, which excluded long vowels, Ancient 
Hebrew had a contrast between long and short vowels. However, between the tan
naitic period and the time of the Masoretes, short vowels in stressed syllables 
lengthened, erasing the contrast in those syllables. Thus, while Hebrew was still a 
spoken language, the 0 of infinitival yaM(W)l 'be able' was long, while the 0 of sg. 
3m. perfect yaMl 'he was able' was short, like the ancestor of a in yJ/sdltam. In 
the Pre-Tiberian reading tradition, the 0 of sg. 3m. perfect yaMllengthened, split
ting off from the ancestor of a in yJ/sdltam and merging with the long 0 of infini
tival yak6 wl. 

As a result of this change, length became to a large extent conditioned by stress. 
Outside of open unstressed syllables (where a length contrast survived), there was 
a simple rule: stressed vowels are long and unstressed vowels are short. 

Non-systematic representation of vowel length through the use of matres lec
tionis (see p. 148) developed in SBH. These vowel letters are used to mark not 
only etymologically long vowels but also stressed vowels in pre-pausal position. 
In the Tiberian reading tradition, such vowels were probably no longer than other 
stressed vowels, but morphophonemic alternations show that a length difference 
had once existed, e.g. tiskall - tisMll < *tiskab - *tiskiib, yJsal:al;! - yJsal:eal;! < 
*yisal:el;!- *yisal:el;!. 

Consonant length (like vowel length) was phonemic in Proto-Hebrew, but it 
was not represented in the biblical period, not even in an unsystematic way. Thus, 
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the spelling crwmym was used for both members of the minimal pair Job 5:12 
[%'u:mi:m] *- Job 22:6 [%um:i:m] 'crafty (pI. m.) *- naked (pI. m.)'. And the 
spelling ntnw was used for both [mitan:u:] 'we gave' and [nAtlinu:] 'they gave', 
even though the long n of the former results from the coalescing of the final n of 
the stem and initial n of the suffix ([nAtan+nu:]). It was only in MH that represen
tation of consonant length began to appear, and even then, only in cases like 
[nAtan+nu:] and [kArat+ti:], where a morpheme boundary was spanned. Thus, the 
citation of 2 Chron. 14:10 in the Mekhilta has nscnnw for Masoretic nscnw = 
[nis<an+nu:] 'we have relied'. 

Most of the Proto-Hebrew minimal pairs are no longer valid for the Tiberian 
system. Many of the new pairs are problematic in some way, since a difference in 
consonant length normally entails some other difference - in vowel length, sec
ondary stress, or type of shewa (see below). There is a kind of vicious circle in
volved in phonemicizing the words [yig:ii<u:] *- [yi:g<u:] *- [yig<u:] 'they will 
touch *- they will be weary *- they will moo': any pair one selects will differ in two 
or more features. 

The fact remains, however, that the Masoretes considered consonant length im
portant enough to create a sign for it ("strong" dagesh). Two minimal pairs noted 
by the Masoretes themselves are Job 5:12 Cdru wmiYm *- Job 22:6 cdruwm:iYm (see 
above) and Lev. 7:30 tJbiY>ii'ntih *- Lev. 6:14 tabiY>iin:tih 'they (f.) shall bring *
you/she shall bring it'. Although Arabic transcriptions suggest that, in the first 
pair, the vowel preceding the lengthened consonant was shorter than the vowel 
preceding its unlengthened counterpart, the Masoretes clearly considered this dif
ference to be secondary, unworthy of being represented. 

The same goes for a pair like [l)iz15u:] *- [I)iz:~u:] 'be strong *- they strength
ened': the Masoretes use the same sign (whose name, shewa, comes from the 
word for 'nothingness') to represent the absence of a vowel following [z] in the 
first word that they use to represent the [a] following [z:] in the second, thereby 
suggesting that [a] (together with its positional variants: [1], [ill, [e], and [0]) is an 
allophone of 0. (Later grammarians use the terms "quiescent" for shewa realized 
as 0 and "mobile" for vocalic shewa.) 

It is certainly true that [a] (with its positional variants) is completely predict
able in some environments: those where it is needed to break up a consonant clus
ter. In other environments, matters are far more complicated. For one subset of 
nouns, the most reliable sources seem to describe a form of metrical conditioning 
requiring that the secondary accent be separated from the primary accent by two 
syllables, one of them containing [a], e.g., [ha:miihal:e:ls] *- [ha:mhal:iilsf:m] 'the 
walker *- the walkers'. But this is, at best, just a tendency, for there are also free 
variants like [ha:mgab:iirf:m] / [ha:magab:iirf:m] 'the speakers' (the former in 
Exod. 6:27 and the latter in 2 Chron. 33:18 according to Aaron ben Asher; vice 
versa according to other Masoretic sources). 

Such complex conditioning and free variation was completely eliminated by the 
increasingly schematic rules for the realization of the shewa sign promUlgated by 
later grammarians. According to one of those rules, a shewa preceded by a long 
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vowel and a single consonant must have a vocalic realization (a zero realization 
would create an extra-heavy syllable); the closest counterpart to this in a masoret
ic treatise is a tendency rather than a categorical rule, and is largely restricted to 
shewa preceded by an r. Despite these differences, the Masoretes seem to agree 
with the later grammarians on the basic point: the vocalic realizations of shewa do 
not contrast with 0. 

Morphophonemic Alternations 
The Tiberian reading tradition has an unusually large number of alternations, most 
involving vowels (usually the historically short ones) or semivowels. The great 
majority are - or were originally - conditioned by differences in stress, syllable 
structure, and/or the proximity of a laryngeal (I' h l;I <I). A sample of some of the 
most common alternations among vowels other than shewa are shown below. The 
main stress is marked by , in context and by " in (pre- )pause. Forms without either 
sign are proclitic. 

lei lal Ia; Iii 
lib:+fY 

*tilsib&ynah 
leb 

tasebnah 

lal 
Hib 

teleg 
yilsal:eal) 
to'mer 

wat6lag telagnah 

yilsal:al) 
to'mar 

wat6' mar wato'mar 
'al)~g 'al)ag 

'ar~+fY 'Aras 
) mar ) mAr . 
dilbar+k&m dilbar+~ 

101 

kal k61 
mat6wi} 
tas6bnah 

lui 

kul:+~m 
miltuWk~h 

tiliub~Ynah 

Alternations of the above vowels with shewa result from two opposite process
es: reduction and epenthesis. Thus, the alternation of a in rnilalsPrn 'kings' with 
quiescent shewa in rnallse Y < *rnalakay 'kings of' (note the spirantized Is) is a prod
uct of reduction, while the alternation of the second ii in rniiliils < *rnalk 'king' with 
quiescent shewa in rnalkiY 'my king' (note the unspirantized k) reflects epenthesis. 

Reduction affected short vowels in certain kinds of unstressed open syllables, 
turning them into shewa. The most sonorous of the short vowels, a, was the most 
resistant to reduction. It survived in pretonic open syllables where it was later 
lengthened to a > a (e.g., * sanatu 'year' > * sana> sana") except in the construct 
state (e.g., sinal 'year of'; see p. 153); as a rule, it did not survive in propretonic 
ones (e.g., sinalo W 'his year'). Short i sometimes behaves like a, surviving in open 
pretonic syllables (e.g., * sinatu 'sleep' > sena h), except in the construct state 
(e.g., Jer. 51:39 sinal 'sleep of' homonymous with Jer. 48:44 sinal 'year of'). At 
other times, it is reduced in open pretonic syllables (e.g., *nasibdt> Sifre Devarim 
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40 nowsabow[ 'blowing', contrasting with Ezek. 38:12 noWSdbo[ settled'). 
Epenthesis affected word-final consonant clusters, breaking them up through 

the insertion of ii (segol, hence the term "segolation"), a (in the vicinity of h, I) or 
~) or i (in the vicinity of y). It occurred both in nouns (e.g., riigiil < *ragl 'foot', 
na~al < *na~l 'shoe') and verbs (e.g., way:iigiil < *way:agl 'and he exiled', 
wan:a~al < *wan:a~l 'and we went up'). Qumran Hebrew and the Tiberian Mas
sorah preserve evidence of a different, no doubt earlier, rule of epenthesis in the 
construct form of nouns (see p. 153). 

Morphology and Morphosyntax 

Nouns and Adjectives 

Gender and Number 
Masculine singular nouns and adjectives are unmarked. Feminine singular nouns 
and adjectives usually take one of two endings: + &hor + [(> +ii/a[ifthe stem ends 
in a consonant). In BH, the allomorph + &h is often in free variation with + [ (e.g., 
mo>t'ibiy:+ ah - mo>t'ib[Y+ ['Moabitess', I)at:d>+ &h -I)at:&' + [ 'sin') or with (ii/a)[ 
(e.g., >oMI+ dh - >ofsiil+ ii[ 'consuming', tijPdr+ &h - tijPiir+ ii[ 'glory'). 

Masculine plural nouns and adjectives take the ending + [Ym (> + [Yn in MH), 
feminine plurals, the ending + oWl. Apart from a few tree names, noun stems with 
the underlying form CVCC+ ("segolates") change in the plural to CVCdC+ (~ 
CiCdC+ by reduction; see p. 151), a very archaic alternation of which only traces 
remain in the other Semitic languages. Interchange of + [Ym and + oW[ is common, 
but not their total absence. Probably the only true plurals without a suffix among 
the nouns are $0' n and bdl¢r - the suppletive, suffixless plurals of siih , sheep/goat' 
and so wr 'ox', respectively. Semitists use the term "collective" to describe these 
nouns and mass nouns, as well as true collectives. 

Dual number is restricted to a small set of nouns, mainly those denoting units 
of measurement and counting; it is not found with adjectives (or pronouns or 
verbs). When used with nouns denoting paired body parts, the dual ending + ayim 
is structurally a plural ending, for it does not contrast with the regular plural end
ings and it cooccurs with numerals greater than 1. This "pseudo-dual" remained 
unchanged in MH, while the true dual was partially replaced by the word for 2 (cf. 
already 2 Sam. 1:1 ydmiYm sandyim 'two days' instead ofyoWmayim). 

Definiteness 
Definiteness is expressed by the definite article ha +, which is prefixed to nouns 
and adjectives. A more precise transliteration would be haC:, for this morpheme 
has three (unstable) components: (1) the consonant h; (2) the vowel a; and (3) 
lengthening of the following consonant (the initial consonant of the word). The 
third component, which is discontinuous with the first two, is not found with the 
consonants>, ~, h, I), r, due to a sound change. In such cases, the second compo-
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nent may undergo compensatory lengthening. The first component is normally 
elided following the prefixes hi + 'in', ki + 'like' and Ii + 'to' (but not me + 
'from' or wi + 'and'). For example. when bi + is added to hab:ayil 'the house', 
the result is b+ab:ayil. In the Bar-Kokhba letters, the accusative marker >el (see 
below) has been reduced to a prefix which produces the same elision, e.g., ts[C 
hzw> < >iil-has:iila~ haz:o W 'this selao (alongside >t hstr hz> 'this document'), tsbt 
hzw < > iil-has:ab:til haz:o W 'this Sabbath'. 

Indefiniteness is usually expressed by the absence of the definite article, but oc
casionally >iil;ttid 'one' serves as an indefinite article with nouns. 

Case and State 
The Proto-Semitic case system has broken down in BH, largely as a result of 
sound change. The old accusative ending *+a is gone, leaving only a few frozen 
relics behind; its functional heir, the preposition >el - >iil-, normally governs only 
definite objects, and even with them it is not obligatory. Also gone is the old gen
itive ending *+i, used in Pre-Hebrew to mark the second (attributive) constituent 
of noun phrases like siimiin zayil 'olive oil', zeYl siimiin 'oil olive', ~e$ piriY 'fruit 
tree', piriY ~e$ 'tree fruit'. 

In Hebrew, it is the first constituent (the head) of these phrases which sets them 
apart. That constituent, said to be in the "construct state," undergoes a number of 
distinctive modifications. Two of them are illustrated by Exod. 38:21 ham:isktin, 
miskan hti~ edul 'the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the Pact', where the ti in the 
closed final syllable of ham:isktin is replaced by a in miskan, and the definite ar
ticle is omitted (see p. 161). Another two are illustrated by Exod. 22:4 bisdeh 
>al;ter 'in another's field', wherethetiof stidiihhas been reduced to ;i(p. 151) and 
then deleted entirely, and word-final iihhas been replaced by eh; contrast Ruth 2:8 
histidiih>al;ter 'in anotherfield'. Finally, in Gen. 44:14 beYltih yoWsep '(and Judah 
came) to Joseph's house', the word for 'house' has [ay] contracted to [e:] (written 
eY) and lacks the definite article, in contrast to Gen. 43:26 hab:aYltih '(and Joseph 
came) to the house' . In cases where the head does not change in the construct state 
and the genitive noun is indefinite, ambiguity may arise. Thus, the Mekhilta feels 
the need to prove that Exod. 21:2 ~iilliid ~illriYmeans 'a Hebrew slave' rather than 
'a Hebrew's slave'. 

The sg. f. ending +Jhhas the allomorph +al in the construct state; the pI. m. end
ing +iYm has the allomorph +eY, imported from the pseudo-dual, instead of the his
torically expected +iY. Thus, the construct of saniYm 'years' is sineY 'years of', the 
same as the construct of s;inayim 'two'. 

Pronouns 
There are three major sets of pronouns: "nominative" independent pronouns, "ac
cusative" pronouns attached to verbs, and "genitive" pronouns attached to prepo
sitions and nouns. The attached pronouns have one set of allomorphs beginning 
with a vowel for stems ending in a consonant and another set beginning with a 
consonant for stems ending in a vowel, e.g, Esther 2:7 >tilliY+hti w;i>im:+tih 'her 
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father and her mother' and J er. 29:5 = 29:28 piry+an - priY+hiin 'their (f.) fruit'. 
The same pronouns were originally used with plural nouns, e.g., baneY+hiim 

'their sons' (stem ending in a vowel, like priY+hiin) and banowl+am 'their daugh
ters' (stem ending in a consonant, like piry+an) , but at an early period +eY+hiim 
was reanalyzed as a single morpheme - a suffix to be used with any plural noun -
and new forms like binD wl+eYhiim were created. The variation between +0 wl+am 
and +owl+eYhiim was lexically conditioned. In Jeremiah's time, binowl+am was 
obsolete, but> ii!lo wl+am 'their fathers' was still the normal form, > ii!lo wl+eYhiim 
replacing it only occasionally (e.g., Jer. 9:15 - 19:4, in the same expression). 

In SBH, a few of the independent pronouns have long allomorphs ending in ah 

alongside short allomorphs, e.g., hem - hem:ah 'they'. In Qumran Hebrew more 
of the independent pronouns and a few of the suffixed ones have the long allo
morphs, and in the Samaritan reading tradition these forms predominate. In Qum
ran Hebrew, the original conditioning of the allomorphs +m - +ma 'them' has 
been partially preserved: the long suffix +ma is never attached to a verb ending in 
(long) u or i. 

Numerals and Quantifiers 
The word for 1 is an adjective; it occasionally appears in the plural, e.g., Gen. 11: 1 
sapah > iiJ:zal u W 4fldriYm > iiJ:zMi Ym 'one language and onf1,1. (set of) words'. Numer
als above 1 are nouns, as are the quantifiers kol - kdl- 'all' (lit. 'totality') and 
mi~a! 'a bit'. Like those quantifiers, they normally precede the counted noun in 
BH and MH. However, harbeh 'a lot' normally follows the quantified noun in BH 
and MH, and behaves more like an adjective. With rare exceptions, the three quan
tifiers do not agree with their nouns, while many numerals (3-10, 13-19,23-29, 
etc.) exhibit a kind of reverse agreement (polarity), taking a feminine ending with 
masculine counted nouns (e.g., silos+ah baniYm 'three sons') and vice versa (e.g., 
salos bano wl 'three daughters'). 

Counted nouns normally stand in apposition to the numeral, but there are ex
ceptions. In all periods, the numerals 2-10 normally form a genitive phrase with 
the word for 'days' (e.g., silosiil yamiYm 'three days'), with definite nouns (e.g., 
1 Sam. 31:8 and Bet She'arim inscriptions silo(w)siil banaYw 'his three sons') and 
with other numerals (silos me>owl '300', silosiil >iilapiYm '3,000'). With most 
nouns, it is definiteness which determines the state of the numeral which precedes 
them, e.g., Num. 28:19 si!l~ah ki!lasiYm 'seven sheep' vs. 28:21 si!l~al 
ha+k:i!lasiYm 'the seven sheep'(also: 'seven of the sheep'; cf. Exod. 26:9, Num. 
35:14). 

Ordinals exist only for 1-10; beyond that, cardinal numbers are used in one of 
four constructions. For 'the Xth year', the Bible has (1) sinal ha+X sana~ (2) 
sinal ha+X; (3) sinal X; (4) X sanah; only (3) is found in the Mishnah. Construc
tion (4) also has the meaning 'X years'; the two meanings are found side by side 
in Gen. 14:4. 
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Conjunctions, Prepositions, Postpositions, and Adverbial Endings 
The underlying form of the coordinating conjunction is normally w5+. When pre
fixed to a word whose initial consonant is a labial or is followed by 5, it has the 
a1lomorph uW+ in the Tiberian reading tradition. In binomials like samayim 
wa~ arii:j 'heaven and earth', the underlying form is wa+. 

The most primitive prepositions are b5+ 'in', M+ 'like', and 15+ 'to'. When pre
fixed to nouns, their underlying vowel is 5, but with suffixed pronouns, it is a. 
With kti+, unlike bti+ and 1M, the particle mow+ (- mowl in MH) is normally in
serted before the suffixed pronoun. In the poetic dialect, that particle may be add
ed to any of these three prepositions before nouns. Most of the longer prepositions 
can be seen to be derived from nouns in the construct state. 

BH has a postposition +ah 'to', which alternates with the prepositions 15+ and 
~iil, e.g. hdCayruih - ~iil-hdcdyin 'to the spring' found side by side in Gen. 24. 
Eventually, it became a meaningless ossified relic, used in forms like la/5+/;zu w:ja h 

'to the outside' (LBH, Qumran Hebrew) and even me+/;zuw:ja h 'from the outside' 
(MH). 

Another ending which could be viewed as a postposition is +am, generally 
equivalent to b5+ and used to form adverbs, e.g., ~amn+am 'really' < ~omiin 
'truth', /;zin:+am 'gratis' < /;zen 'favor', yowm+am 'by day' < yoWm 'day'. For the 
most part there is no specific affix or pattern for adverbs. For the adverbial use of 
verbs, see below. 

Verbs 
Verbs do a great deal of work in BH. The finite verbs inflect for number, gender 
and person, and thus contain their own pronominal subjects. Moreover, verbs are 
frequently used to express concepts which English expresses with adjectives ("be 
old," "be big," "be strong," etc.) and adverbs ("greatly," "well," "increasingly," 
"really"). 

The Root 
Lexical morphemes composed solely of consonants can be isolated in members of 
virtually all syntactic categories, but only in the verb are these "roots" free to 
"interdigitate" with a large number of contrasting "patterns." 

The verbal root is usually triconsonantal, occasionally quadriconsonantal, 
rarely quinqueconsonantal. Synchronically biconsonantal roots like I-d and b-n 
(see below) occur chiefly as allomorphs of triconsonantal ones. The sg. 3m. im
perfect verbs in Table 9.1, p. 156, once assigned to the roots s-b and s-b, are ana
lyzed today as representing five distinct triconsonantal roots. The three positions 
within the triliteral root are numbered I, II, and III; thus, a In root is a root with n 
in the first position. 

From a diachronic point of view, the biconsonantal a1lomorphs are probably 
relics of a very ancient stage in which biconsonantal verbs were fairly common. 
Viewed in this light, most, if not all, of the verbs in Table 9.1, p. 156 are seen to 
be originally biconsonantal verbs which were "triconsonantalized" through the 
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Table 9.1 Roots with ''weak'' radical 

Verb Meaning Root Class 

yis:6g blow (wind) n-s-b In 
yas:fYg cause to blow n-s-b In 
yeseg sit, dwell y-s-b Iy 
yoWsiYg cause to sit/dwell y-s-b Iy 
ydSuWg return s-w-b IIw 
ydSiYb cause to return s-w-b IIw 
yisblf' capture s-b-y Illy 
yds6g/yis:6g go around s-b-b II=I11 
ydseg cause to go around s-b-b II=I11 

addition of a semi-vowel or consonant length. It is not uncommon to find alterna
tion between two triconsonantalizations of a single biconsonantal original, e.g., y
g-r - g-w-r 'be afraid' and t-w-b - y-t-b 'be good' (both Perfect - Imperfect). The 
spread of triconsonantalization continued in the historical period via analogy, e.g., 
BH bt'ln+ahlam > MH binay+ahlam 'he built it/them' and BH yim:ag > MH 
yim:ageg 'it may be measured'. 

Tense and Aspect 
BH has six paradigms with temporal and/or aspectual value, listed below together 
with conventional sg. 1c. examples from the root k-t-b 'write': 

A Perfect: MItilltiY 'I wrote, I (now) write' (penultimate stress) 
B Imperfect: > iil$t611 'I will write, I used to write, I (habitually) write' 
C Perfect + waw consecutive/conversive: wal$aIallt(Y 'and I shall write' (final 

stress; see p. 149) 
D Imperfect + waw consecutive/conversive: wa>iil$t611 'and I wrote' 
E Participle: kolell 'writing' (also: 'writer') 
F Participle + auxiliary: (wa)hdyfYIiYJ(wa»iihyifh kolell '( and) I used to / will 

(habitually) write' 

E is etymologically and morphologically nominal; accordingly, it inflects only 
for number and gender. The others inflect for person, as well. 

The "converted" forms C and D are very common in BH, but they function 
mainly as markers of formal style. They are virtually nonexistent in MH. They 
both contain the conjunction 'and'; accordingly, they are restricted to clause
initial position. In that position, C alternates with B, and D alternates with A. 

In an utterance whose first verb is B, the subsequent verbs may be either B or, 
if clause initial, C. J er. 49:22 hin:eh l$an:iisiir ya~ iiliih wayig> iih wayipros k5napaYw 
'behold, like an eagle, he flies up and soars and spreads his wings' is a B-B-B se
quence, while hin:eh /$an:iisiir yig>iih u wparas k5napaYw 'behold, like an eagle, he 
soars and spreads his wings' in Jer. 48:40 is a B-C sequence. Similarly, in an ut
terance whose first verb is A, the subsequent verbs may be either A or, if clause 
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initial, D. Thus the phrase c tiru wm rti> tih rti c ti h wystrlwinisttir 'the shrewd man 
saw trouble and hid' in Prov. 22:3 is written as an A-D sequence (wystr = 
way:is:tiler) but read as an A-A sequence (cf. also Jer. 7:30-31 vs. 32:34-35). 
Once a verb from paradigm C or D is selected, all subsequent verbs will normally 
be from the same paradigm, until the sequence is broken by the introduction of a 
non-clause-initial verb (see p. 166). 

According to some scholars, paradigms A-D have temporal meaning in SBH; 
according to others, aspectual meaning. The question has been debated furiously 
and inconclusively for more than a century. 

The examples below show that collocations of A and B may be used to express 
the past/future distinction, irrespective of the eventlhabit/state distinction, while 
the process/event distinction is expressed by collocating A and B not with each 
other but with E. Although A, B, and E have a bewildering variety of uses, these 
particular uses seem to be at the core of the system. 

Expressing Distinctions of Tense and Aspect in Biblical Hebrew 

Past Future 
Event A B 

ka) liSar cdSiYfi' lisomro wn .. . ken)ii ciisiih Wru wsalayim .. . 
'as I did to Samaria ... so shall I do to Jerusalem ... ' 
(Isa. 10:11; cf. also Exod. 10:14 and 2 Kings 10:18) 

Habit A B 
)dlliY yis:ar )ii/kiim baS:owtiYm wa)aniY >iiyas:er )aLkiim 
'my father flogged you with whips, but I will flog you 

bd<a~rab:iYm 

with scorpions' 
(1 Kings 12:11; cf. also Josh. 1:17a and Jer. 44:17) 

&~ A B 

Future 

Past 

ka)liSiir htlyi'fi' <im mosiih >iihyiih 
'as I was with Moses I shall be 

<im:d/s 
with you' 

(Josh. 1 :5; cf. also Josh. 1:17b and Jer. 2:36) 

Process 
E 

Event 
B 

hin:eh<oWgd/s milrJab:iirii! sam <im ham:iilii/s wa'ani' >tlflo' 
'you will still be speaking there with the king, and I will come' 

(1 Kings 1:14; cf. also 1 Sam. 10:5 and Isa. 65:24) 

E 
wihin:eh <oWgiin:d h milrJab:iirii! <im ham:iilii/s 
'and she was still speaking with the king, 
(1 Kings 1:22; cf. also Jud. 13:9 and Job 1:13-19) 

A 
winalan ... btl' 
and Nathan ... came' 

When one considers the full range of uses of these paradigms in SBH, it be
comes clear that A and B need to be described in terms of both tense and aspect. 
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Only for E is it possible to give a simple description, namely, imperfective aspect. 
The complexity of the tense/aspect system is due, in part, to the fact that it was 

constantly in flux. E and F gradually took on the functions ofB, in the following 
order: 

progressive: complete replacement already in SBH except in present tense 
questions; without exception in LBH; 

2 habitual: partial replacement in BH completed in MH; 
3 future: large-scale replacement in MH outside of subordinate clauses; 
4 modal: partial replacement in MH. 

At the same time, E took on two of the functions of A: perfective present (includ
ing the performative) and present of transitive statives. 

One result of this expansionism was that E lost its aspectual value and became 
a tense (present in LBH (?), nonpast in MH). Moreover, thanks to the spread of 
F, Hebrew developed the ability to distinguish habitual aspect in the future (rare 
in SBH, common in Qumran Hebrew and MH), the infinitive (rare in LBH, com
mon in MH), and the imperative (MH). 

Mood 
The BH imperfect distinguishes, in part of its paradigm, a volitive mood (repre
senting diachronically the conflation of the Proto-West Semitic subjunctive, im
perative andjussive) from the indicative mood, e.g., ~amuwl+ah 'let me die', muwr 
'die!', yamol 'let him die'; ~as{Y/l+ah 'let me bring back', hdse/l ~ hds{Y/l+ah 'bring 
back!' , ~ al-tase/llttisii/l 'do not turn back'. In the first person, singular and plural, 
the volitive is expressed by the +ah (cohortative) ending, which can be used with 
all verbs except, normally, those ending in a vowel (Illy and lIP verbs). In the 
third person singular, m. and f., the volitive has a distinct Uussive) form in only 
three categories of verbs: hip~il (see p. 159), Illy, and IIw,y [wi. There was also an 
energic mood with some kind of emphatic force, e.g. ya/sab:;5(J+an+niY 'he does 
honor me'. 

This distinction did not survive very long. Already in SBH, the volitive forms 
are sometimes replaced by their indicative counterparts. In Qumran Hebrew, the 
breakdown of the system is virtually complete; the old volitive forms are still in 
use, but they no longer have their old meaning. In MH, cohortative forms are vir
tually nonexistent, and jussive forms are uncommon and largely restricted to cer
tain literary genres. Thus, Deut. 13:7 nela!sdhwana~a/l(jah 'let us go and worship' 
is paraphrased as nele/s wana~ii/lowd in Sanhedrin 7:10. However, the ability to 
distinguish volitive future from indicative future has been regained through a re
structuring of the tense system. 

Binyan 
Hebrew, like the other Semitic languages, has an elaborate system of morpho
logical patterns (Medieval and Modern Hebrew binyanim 'buildings, verbal stems 
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or derivational classes') used, for the most part, to derive verbs from other, more 
basic, verbs. Thus, one root can generate a number of morphologically distinct 
verbs referring to related activities. In the case of human reproduction, the root y
l-d yields a verb yalad 'give birth' usually referring to the role of the mother, a 
second verb ho w/iyd 'sire' referring to the role of the father, a third verb no wlad 'be 
born' referring to the role of the baby, and a fourth verb yil:ed 'deliver' referring 
to the role of the midwife. A fifth verb hityal:eg refers to declaring oneself to be 
someone's offspring. 

The meaning of a given binyan cannot be stated in absolute terms, but only rel
ative to a more basic binyan. Hence, it makes no sense to ask for the meaning of 
the most basic binyan «(cal), nor does it make sense to attempt to relate the mean
ing of a specific "derived" verb to the meaning of its binyan in cases where a basic 
counterpart is not attested. 

Despite many irregularities and nuances, perhaps produced by semantic 
change, the relationships in the table below are fairly typical for BH: hi!'pa~ el is 
often and pu~ al is always the reflexive-reciprocal and medio-passive, respective
ly, of pi~ el, which, in tum, is frequently a causative of (cal; and hup~ al is always 
the medio-passive of hip~ ii, which itself frequently functions as a second caus
ative of (cal. Nip~al, although normally the medio-passive or reflexive of (cal, 
sometimes interchanges with hi!'pa~el. 

Table 9.2 Biblical Hebrew hinyanim 

Perfect Imperfect Participle 

Kal 'be(come) holy/taboo' i}Mas yii}das (i}Ag6Ws adj.) 
Nip'al 'reveal oneself as holy' nii}das yii}:Mes nii}d!s 
Pi<el ' sanctify/purify' i}id:as yai}ad:es makad:es 
Pu<al 'be sanctified/purified' i}ud:as yai}ud:as ma~ud:b 
Hip'il ' consecrate/devote' hikdfYs yai}dfYs makdfYs 
Hup<al 'be consecrated/devoted' hu~das yui}das m~d!s 
Hitpa<el 'sanctify/purify oneself/ hiti}ad:es yiti}ad:es miti}ad:es 

reveal oneself as holy' 

The MH chart for (c-d-s would be much the same except in nip~al, pu~al, and 
hilpa~el. Nip~al is no longer attested with this verb, no doubt because that binyan 
is no longer used for reflexives. The pu~ al perfect and imperfect have ceased to 
exist for virtually all verbs in MH, their function as medio-passive of the pi~ el per
fect and imperfect being taken over by the hilpa~ el perfect and imperfect (the 
former altered in form to nil(cad:as, with preformative n+, by analogy with the 
nip~al). Concomitantly, the rare ingressive use of the pu~al participle has been 
transferred to the hilpa~ el participle (which in the case of (c-d-s has retained its ini
tial m+ but in other verbs has preformative n+ ). As a result, the pi~ el participle has 
two medio-passive counterparts in MH: the stative pu~ al participle and the ingres
sive hi!'pa~el participle. Hi!'pa~el continues to function as a reflexive, as well. 
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Valence: Increase and Decrease 
Most of the above relationships correspond to oppositions of valence. PiC el and 
hi pC ii, when functioning as causatives, add an argument to the verb, while nipcal, 
pucal, hupcal, and hilpacel, functioning as medio-passives, reflexives or recipro
cals, subtract an argument, as shown below: 

Binyanim Root Valences Example 
~al,Nip<al r-p-' 2,1 Jer. 17:14 r<1'pd'eniY Y. w<1"erdpe' 'heal me, 0 

Lord, that 1 may be healed' (cf. Jer. 31:3) 
Hifpa<el, Pi<el ~-d-s 1,2 2 ehron. 29: 5 hit~ad:<1'su W w<1'~:<1'su W ) iit-beYt 

Y. 'sanctify yourselves and sanctify the House 
of the Lord' (cf. Lev. 14:11) 

Pi<el, Pucal b-r-k 2, 1 2 Sam. 7:29 ui2dre/s )iit-beYt <a!Jd<1'/sd ... 
y<1'bora/s beYt <abd<1'/sd 'and bless your servant's 
house ... may your servant's house be blessed' 

Hip<i/, Hupcal b-w-' 3,2 Gen. 43:17-18 way:dlle' hd)iYs )iit-hd'iindJiYm 
beYtdhyowsep ... hui2<1"uw beYt yoWsep 'and the 
man brought the men to Joseph's house ... they 
were brought to Joseph's house' 

Pi<el, ~al t-h-r 2,1 Ezek. 24:13 tihartiY/s w<1'lo' tdhart 'I purified 
you, but you would not be purified' (cf. 2 Kings 
7:4) 

Hip<i/, ~al s-w-b 2, 1 Jer. 31:17 hiisiYlleniYw<1')dsuWbdh'bringme 
back that 1 may come back' (cf. 2 Sam. 15:20, 
2 Kings 7:4, and Jer. 11:18) 

In BH, valence decrease can take place with rearrangement of the remaining ar
guments (type 1) or without it (type 2). The process which derives medio-passive 
verbs normally deletes the subject of their active counterparts rather than allowing 
it to remain in a prepositional phrase - hence the medieval Hebrew description of 
medio-passive verbs as "those whose agent is not mentioned." Type 1 medio
passives advance the original direct object by making the derived verb agree with 
it and deleting the accusative marker' el, while type 2 medio-passive verbs are 
impersonal (Le., invariably sg. 3m. and subjectless) and are used with 'el, e.g., 
Num. 26:53-55 teJ.u1le/s. Iui'drii$ ... yeJ.u1le/s. 'iil-hd'drii~ 'the land shall be divided 
... the land shall be divided'. Intermediate types, with partial advancement, exist 
as well. With oblique objects, type 2 is the norm (as in Arabic), e.g., Ezek. 10: 13 
Id+hiim /s.owrd' 'they were referred to (lit. to them it was called)" 16:34 
'a/:u'irayi+/s 10' zuwn:dh 'you were not sought after (lit. after you it was not 
whored)" Song 8:8 y;JrJub:ar-bd+h 'she shall be spoken for (lit. it shall be spoken 
about her)'. In MH, type 2 has virtually disappeared, although there is at least one 
example of it in reliable manuscripts: PesaQim 7:7 sii+n:izra/s. 'iil ddmo w 'whose 
blood was sprinkled' (cf. also Sanhedrin 7:5 and Kelim 7:3 in the Naples edition 
of the Mishna). 

Change of binyan and change of valence do not always coincide. There is a 
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whole class of verbs (intransitive statives) which either have the same valence in 
hift< it that they have in fr.al or else have two meanings in hift< it- one with valence 
increase and one without it, e.g., hifr.riYfl 'come near (= (ctirab); bring near' , hifl>iYs 
'stink (= bti>as); cause to stink'. Conversely, intransitive pi<el verbs have acaus
ative in the same binyan, e.g., BH miher 'hurry (intrans. and trans.)" MH fr.it:alJ, 
'gush, cause to gush', me>en 'refuse, instruct to refuse'. There are also a few fr.al 
verbs of this type, e.g., BH-MH ra<ah'pasture (trans. and intrans.), and BH ralJ,a~ 
'take a bath (= MH ralJ,a~), wash (part of the body = MH hirlJ,iY~)'. And BH natan 
'give' and sam 'put' function as suppletive causatives of htiyah 'be' without 
change of binyan. 

Denominatives 
Verbs derived from triconsonantal nouns may occur in any binyan, and sometimes 
occur in several unrelated binyanim. Thus, we have BH-MH hisriYs 'become root
ed' contrasting with BH-MH seras 'uproot' and MH hitli'a< 'become wormy' (= 
BH way:arum toWZa<iYm 'and it became infested with worms') contrasting with 
MH tit:a< 'de-worm'. In these examples, the hift< it denominatives are intransitive 
stative verbs, while the pi< el ones are transitive privative verbs, reminiscent of En
glish "skin a cat" and "worm a dog." 

Triconsonantal denominative verbs normally have the same morphology as oth
er verbs, but the MH stative hift<it meaning 'become poor', derived from <aniY 
'poor (man)', is irregular: imperfect ya< niY, perfect hij< niY, participle ma< niY. The 
expected ya<dnii h was avoided, apparently to prevent confusion with fr.al ya<dniih 

'he will answer'. 
Quadriconsonantal denominatives cannot be accommodated in most binyanim. 

In LBH and MH, the problem was solved through a modification of pi<el, pu<al 
and hitpa< ellnitpa< al - a modification used earlier for reduplicated quadricon
sonantals like k-l-k-l. Thus, in LBH we find the participles maturgam 'translated' 
and ma/surbtil 'bemantled', derived from quadriconsonantal Aramaic nouns for 
'translator, dragoman' and 'mantle', respectively. These participles have the pat
tern maCuCCaC, which differs from the maCuC:aC pattern of the pu< al participle 
only in that the doubled medial radical has been shortened to make room for an 
additional consonant. 

Syntax 

Modification of Nouns 
Nouns may be modified attributively by adjectives, quantifiers, nouns (genitive 
and appositive), pronouns (possessive and demonstrative), prepositional phrases, 
or clauses (see p. 171). 

Nominal attributes of the genitive type are distinguished from adjectival ones 
in three ways: they put their heads in the construct state (see p. 153), e.g., <areY 

mifl~ar 'fortress cities' (contrast <ariYm bj~uroWt fortified cities'), they do not 
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agree with their heads, and they normally prevent their heads from taking a defi
nite article, e.g., careY ha+m:ill~ar 'the fortress cities' (contrast hii+cariYm 
ha+b:a~uro wI 'the fortified cities'). 

The distinction between the two types of attributes is often blurred. Thus, in ad
jectival sacar hd+ciilyoWn 'the upper gate' (Ezek. 9:2), the head lacks the definite 
article, a feature which becomes common in MH, while in the genitive construc
tion ha+s:acar ha+d:arowm 'the south gate' (Ezek. 40:28), the head has the defi
nite article. In adjectival maPii/seY raciYm 'evil emissaries' (Ps. 78:49) the head is 
in the construct state. In Deut. 25: 15 > iilliin salema h wa~iigiils 'a full and righteous 
weight' , an adjective is conjoined with an abstract genitive noun, no doubt on the 
analogy of interchanges like Ps. 9:5 so wpel ~iidiils 'judge of righteousness' with Ps. 
7: 12 so Wpet ~ad:iYIs 'righteous judge'. There is also a tendency to make the genitive 
noun agree in number with its head (see below). 

In true compounds like careY ha+m:ill~ar and Deut. 13:4, 6 1:IO(w)lem 
ha+/;Iiilo wm, the definite counterpart of Deut. 13:2/;1olem I;tiilo wm 'a dream dream
er', the definite article prefixed to the genitive noun serves to make the entire 
phrase definite. With other genitive phrases, especially possessive ones, a definite 
article prefixed to the genitive noun belongs to it alone, and there is no way to 
mark the definiteness of the head. Thus, maPa/s hd+>dlohiYm has the same form 
whetheritmeans 'an angel of God' (Judg. 13:6, etc.) or 'the angel of God' (Judg. 
13:9, etc.), and kanap ha+k:aru'?2 has the same form whether it means 'a wing of 
the cherub' (1 Kings 6:27) or 'the wing of the cherub' (1 Kings 6:24). 

The rule which places the definite article on the genitive noun of compounds 
produces bizarre results when it is applied to gentilic nouns derived from com
pound names (of places, tribes, or clans). The toponym beYI->e/lbeYtel 'Bethel', 
literally 'house of God', is treated in SBH as a genitive construction - even after 
it is converted to a gentilic through the addition of +iY. Thus, beYI M+>dl+iY 'the 
Bethelite', the definite form of *beYtdl+iY, is split in the middle by the definite 
article, as if it meant 'house of the godly'. Small wonder that, in the later period, 
Bar-Kokhba calls the people of En-Gedi (lit. 'kid spring') hCngdyn rather than 
Cyn-hgdyyn. 

In SBH, the plural ending is normally attached only to the head of the genitive 
phrase, but a second plural ending is sometimes attached to the genitive noun. This 
redundant plural ending, which becomes increasingly common in LBH and 
MH, is used with both mass nouns (even those which are otherwise unattested 
with a plural ending, e.g., Isa. 42:22 lldt:+eY fs;Jld>+iYm 'houses of detention', 
Bava Batra 10:4 salar+eY >iiriYsiy:+o WI 'contracts of tenantship', Sifra Nedava 8:2 
bdt:+eY dasan+iYn 'receptacles for fatty ash') and count nouns (even when ambi
guity is created, e.g., Deut. 1: 15 sar+eY > iildp+iYm 'chiefs of a thousand'). 

The process which creates the genitive construction is iterative and a number 
oflong chains are attested, e.g., Lev. 13:59,2 Kings 18:24, Isa. 21:17, 28:1, 2 Chr. 
36:10, Copper Scroll XI, 16. In 1 Chr. 9:13 [gib:owreY /;leY/] [[malii'/siil CiilloWgal] 
[beYI-hd>dlohiYm]] '[men of valor of] [[the work of the service of] [the House of 
God]]' , the constituent phrases are easily recognizable because they are frequently 
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attested in the Bible. In the end product, all nouns but the last are in the construct 
state; hence I)ayi/ ~ l)eYI and ~iifloWgah ~ ~iifloWga!. 

All nouns in the chain but the last normally dispense with the definite article. In 
2 Kings 23: 17, we find two exceptions in a single sentence quoting the people of 
Bethel: ha+ls:iifliir >iYs hti+>iIlohiYm 'the grave of the man of God' and 
ha+m:izbal) beYeel 'the altar of Bethel'. This may be a syntactic allusion to Gen. 
31: 13 hti+> el beYe el 'the God of Bethel'. 

A process which serves some of the same functions as the one which creates 
genitive phrases and which sometimes alternates with it is the insertion of the 
preposition la+ 'to, belonging to' (e.g., 2 Kings 5:9, Ruth 2:3), usually preceded 
by rel~tive >iisiir/sii+. This circumlocution permits the use of the definite article 
with the head noun, e.g., Gen. 29:9 ha~:o) n >iisiir la+>afliYhti 'the flocks which be
long(ed) to her father' (also 31:19) vs. Gen. 37:12 ~o)n >iifliYhiim 'their father's 
flocks'. 

In some contexts, circumlocution of the genitive construction with (> iisiir/ sii+ ) 
la+ is more than just a stylistic option. In MH, it is obligatory for the second gen
itive construction in constructions of the form "A of B ... , but (that) of C ... " 
(e.g., Berakhot 4:1, Sanhedrin 10:5), " ... A of B; also (that) of C" (e.g., Tevul 
Yom 1:1,2), and "A ofB is more ... than (that) ofC" (e.g., Terumot 5:9), where 
the second occurrence of A is deleted by a gapping transformation. 

In all periods, circumlocution is obligatory when the noun phrase to be modi
fied contains a conjunction, e.g., Gen. 40:5 ham:aslsiih wahti> opii h > iisiir lamiiliik 
mi~rayiin 'the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt' instead of *maslse h 
wa> ope h miiliik mi~rayim, 2 Kings 11: 10, Benei Ijezir tomb inscription Isbr whnps 
sf> I~ zr '(the) tomb and the monument of Eleazar', Copper Scroll III, 2-3 kly ksp 
wzhb sldm~ 'vessels of [silver and gold] of terumah', Pe'ah 4:9, Shevi'it 1:4, Te
rumot 11 :4. The genitive construction may be used only if the coordinate noun 
phrase is first broken up, e.g., Gen. 40:1 maslseh miiliik mi~rayim wahti>opii h 'the 
butler of the king of Egypt and the baker', Deut. 22:15 >iifliY han:a~iirahwa>im:ah 
'the girl's father and her mother' , Sanhedrin 11:1, Menal)ot 7:4. The genitive con
stituent, on the other hand, is often a coordinate noun phrase, e.g., Exod. 32:2, 
Lev. 13:59, Num. 20:5, Deut. 8:8, Josh. 6:19, Terumot 11:4, Ijagigah 1:8. 

In MH, the phrase sii+/:a+ 'that belongs to' has been reanalyzed as a single mor
pheme: a new preposition siil with the meaning 'of'. This is evident in the phrase 
shyw sl hgw>yn 'which belonged to the gentiles' (Bar-Kokhba letters), for the first 
half of a bimorphemic s+l+ would be redundant following s+hyw and the second 
half would elide the [h] ofthe definite article (see pp. 152-153) and be written as 
part of the next word, without a space. Chains with more than one occurrence of 
siil are attested, e.g., Kelim 12:3, 6, Zavim 4:2 (bis), Bet She'arim inscriptions 
(cited below). 

Suffixed pronouns, unlike genitive nouns, are normally possessive. Thus beY!+ 
OW 'his/its house' can be equivalentto beY! ha>iYs 'the man's house' but notto beY! 
hals:ayi~ 'the summer house'. Another difference is that the suffixed pronoun can
not normally serve as the head of another genitive noun or any other non-
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appositive modifier. Nouns modified by suffixed pronouns, like those modified by 
genitive nouns, do not normally retain their definite article, unless the pronoun is 
separated through the insertion of edsiirlsii+) 15+, e.g., 1 Sam. 25:7 hdro~ i'm 
>dsiir 15+/sti vs. Gen. 13:8 ro~ii'/sti 'your shepherds'. 

The tendency of these pronouns to be attached to the last noun of a genitive con
struction often conflicts with the syntactic bracketing required by the sense, e.g., 
Prov. 24:31 [gii{liir. >dllan2] [a'w3] 'his3 ston~ fence.', Prov. 10:15, 18:11 
[(d1)'all ~uz:2][OW3] 'his3 mightY2 city.' (contrast the purely poetic Ps. 71:7 
ma/:zs.+i'r~Oz3 'mY2 mightY3 refuge} '), Yoma 5:1, Nega'im 12:5. The conflict is 
sometimes resolved through the use of a circumlocution, e.g., Gen. 44:2 g5lli'~ i' 
g5lli'a~ hak:iisiip 'my silver goblet (lit. my goblet, the silver goblet)" 2 Kings 
25:30; Exod. 35:16 mi/sbar han:5/:zosiil >dsiir-low 'its copper grating (lit. the cop
per grating that belongs to it)', Lev. 9:8, Judg. 3:20. 

The first constituent of the genitive construction may take a suffixed pronoun 
referring to the second constituent. In MH, where this anticipatory pronoun is 
common, its referent must be governed by siil, e.g., Sanhedrin 8:5 mi'lal+an 
siil:ar5sa~ i'n 'the death (of them,) of the wicked', Bet She'arim inscriptions 
>rwn+n slslwst bny+w slrby ywdn bn+w slrby my> sh 'the ossuary (of them,) of the 
three sons (of him,) of Rabbi Judan, the son (of him,) of Rabbi My'sh'. In BH, 
where it is rare, its referent is (with one exception, in Song 3:7) not governed by 
a preposition, e.g., Ezek. 42:14 b5llo>+am hak:ohdni'm 'upon the entering of 
(them,) the priests'. 

Modification of Verbal Nouns and Adjectives 
Verbal nouns can also be modified by genitive nouns, which may be underlying 
subjects or objects; in 2 Sam. 1:26, >ahdllal nasi'm 'love of women' is ambiguous. 
Adjectives, too, may be used in the genitive construction, whether they function 
as nouns (e.g., 2 Kings 10:6 g5go1e' hd~i'r 'the grandees of the city') or not (e.g., 
Gen. 41:2 y5po WI mar>ii h 'beautiful of appearance', Ezek. 17:7 g5goWI k5napayim 
'great of wing' , Gittin 9: 8). Here too, the definite article which logically belongs 
to the whole phrase is attached to the genitive noun (see pp. 161-2). Thus, when 
y5poWI mar>iih (Gen. 41:2) and g5goWZ k5napayim (Ezek. 17:7) modify definite 
nouns, they become y5pOl ham:ar> iih (Gen. 41:4) and g5go WI hak:5napayim 
(Ezek. 17:3), literally 'beautiful of the appearance' and 'great of the wing'. 

The comparative degree of adjectives is expressed by means of an adverbial 
phrase introduced by the preposition minlmiC: 'from, away from', e.g., Judg. 
14: 18 malo wi- mid:5llas 'sweet beyond honey' , Niddah 2:7. In MH, this adverbial 
may be strengthened by placing the word yo WIer 'more' before it (not before the 
adjective, as in Modem Hebrew). 

The superlative, too, is expressed syntactically, e.g., Song 1:8 hay:apah 

ban:asi'm 'the fair(est) among women', Deut. 28:54. In MH and sometimes in 
BH, the relative conjunction is inserted before the preposition, e.g., 2 Sam. 7:9, 
Pesal,1im 9:8 hay:apiih sii+b:ahiin 'the fair( est) among them'. 
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Word Order 

Within the Noun Phrase 
Attributive modifiers (with the exception of some quantifiers; see p. 154) follow 
their heads in a fairly predictable order: (1) genitive nouns; (2) possessive pro
noun; (3) adjectives; (4) demonstrative pronoun/adjective; (5) relative clauses. In 
LBH, (3) and (4) may be reversed, e.g., 2 Chron. 1: 1 0, Esther 9:29. 

Put differently, adjectives and relative clauses may not separate the immediate 
constituents of a genitive phrase; they must follow the last genitive noun or pro
noun. Thus, both the wide scope modifier of 1 Kings 6:24 kinaPr. hak:aru "?lm. 
has:eniYlf. 'the secondc. wingf. of the cherubm.' and the narrow scope modifier of 
1 Kings 6:27 uW/snaPr. hak:aruwflm. has:eniYm. 'and a wingf. of the secondm. 
cherubm.' come after the word for 'cherub'. However, adjectives which are inside 
the genitive noun phrase and, thus, do not separate it from its head are permitted, 
at least in MH, e.g., Bava Me~i'a 1:5 me$iY>al b5now u"?lit:ow hag:agoWWm 
wacafldow wasip/:uilOw ht'jCiYflriYm 'an object found by (lit. the find of) his big son 
or daughter or his Hebrew manservant or maidservant'. 

When both wide and narrow scope modifiers are present, the latter come first 
(as in Arabic), e.g., Deut. 5:24, 21:6, 28:58, 31:16 [>JloheY ne/sar] [hlPdra$] 
[>asar huMP bd' sdm:di [b5ldrboj '[the alien gods]-[ofthe land] [which they are 
about to enter]-[in their midst], ('in their midst' modifies 'the alien gods'!), Ps. 
86:2. 

With some genitive types, the phrase-final placement of adjectives managed to 
survive the transition to circumlocution with sal. Thus, some of the MH counter
parts of Esther 8:15 calaral zdhdfl gagoWldh 'a large crown (made) of gold' (gen
itive of material) exhibit the old order, with the adjective at the end: Rosh 
Hashanah 2:3 kalownsowl siil:d>iiriiz >aruk:iYm 'long poles of cedar', Nega'im 
14:1. Others have the adjective after the first noun: Tamid 3:6, Kelim 25:7 
C areYfldh gago Wid "'siil:dc e$ 'a large kneading-trough of wood'. This order is found 
already in Ezek. 40:40 hak:dlep hd>al)iiriil >asiir 15>uldm has:acar 'the other side 
of the gate's vestibule'. 

Within the Non-verbal Clause 
In BH (and sometimes in MH too), predicative adjectives come before their sub
ject in verbless clauses, except in those beginning with wa+ (circumstantial, con
cessive, and parenthetical clauses, e.g., Gen. 13:13, 18:11,29:17, Yevamot 13:1) 
or the presentatives hin:eh/hiilo'. Thus, in asking Jacob for lentils Esau says kiY 
Cdyep >dno/siY 'for I am famished' (Gen. 25:30) with the adjective first, but in the 
previous verse (25:29) the account of Esau returning home uses a circumstantial 
clause with the adjective second: way:dflo' cddw min-has:d4iih wa+hu'" cdyep 
'and Esau came in from the field famished (lit. and he was famished)'. 

When the predicate adjective is modified by an adverbial, the predicate is often 
split, with the adjective preceding the subject and the adverbial following, e.g., 
Gen. 3:6,12:14, Deut. 7:17, Josh. 9:22,1 Sam. 29:9, Avot 4:17. This order seems 
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to be very ancient, since it is also reflected in the morphology of the stative per
fect. Thus, 1 Sam. 15:17 fsdfon >at:ah haceYniiY/sa 'small are you in your (own) 
eyes' would have had the same order and meaning had it been expressed by a stat
ive verb in the perfect: fsdton+ta hac eYniiYlsti (not attested, but see Gen. 32: II). 

Within the Verbal Clause 
BH verbal sentences are basically VSO, but there are numerous exceptions. Ver
bal circumstantial and concessive clauses, like the non-verbal ones discussed on 
p. 165, begin with the conjunction w5+ followed by the subject (e.g., Gen. 18:13, 
24:31). 

Other exceptions involve focused elements, which are moved to the beginning 
of the clause, e.g., Gen. 37:4, Deut. 6:13 >iil-Y. >lilohiiYlsti tiYra' w5>Olow laCiiflog 
u ilismo W tis:afleac 'it is the Lord your God that you shall revere, and Him that you 
shall worship, and His name that you shall swear by', 13:5. When the focused el
ement is the subject of the verb, a redundant independent pronoun may be inserted 
before the verb, e.g., Deut. 1:38-39 y5hoWsuac ... huw' yaflo' sam:a h 

w5tap:5/siim ... hem:dh yaflo>u w sam:a h '( ••• you will not come there) Joshua ... 
he will come there ... and your children ... they will come there', ~iddushin 3:7. 

Similar devices are used to signal contrast between two clauses. In some cases, 
the inversion or independent pronoun is found only in the second of the two 
clauses, e.g., Gen. 12:12 w5hdr5guW >olil wPotdlf y5J:zay:uw 'and they shall kill 
me, but you, they will let live' (contrast Num. 22:33), Gen. 33:16-17, Exod. 
33:23, Gen. 42:8 wayak:er yosep >iit->ii/:zdYw w5hem 10' hik:iruhuw 'Joseph recog
nized his brothers but they did not recognize him'. In other cases, the first clause 
mimics the second, e.g., Gen. 41:13 >opY hesiYfl cal-kan:iYwPolo w lald h 'me, he 
restored to my post, and him, he hanged' (contrast Gen. 40:21-22), Gen. 34:21, 
Deut. 23:21, 1 Kings 12:11, Judg. 14:16, Ezek. 33:25, Jon. 4:10-11 (for the last 
three, see p. 167). Sometimes, the inverted second clause exhibits the topic-com
ment construction, e.g., Exod. 9:20-21, 2 ehron. 10:16-17; see p. 168. 

Agreement 
Verbs and predicate adjectives agree with their subjects in number and gender; at
tributive adjectives agree with their heads in definiteness as well. Demonstrative 
adjectives, being inherently definite, differ from most other attributive adjectives 
in discriminating between two kinds of definite heads: those with the definite ar
ticle and those with a suffixed pronoun. Demonstratives take a redundant definite 
article with the former type but not with the latter, e.g., had:5flariYm hd>e/:iih 

'these words' vs. d5flaray > el:iih 'these words of mine'. 
In all periods, collectives may take either singular or plural concord, but in LBH 

and MH the plural prevails. In SBH, there is much variation, even within a single 
verse or adjacent verses, e.g., Josh. 6:20, Judg. 9:36-37; attributive adjectives are 
consistently singular even when other modifiers are plural, e.g., Num. 14:35, 
Judg. 2:10,2 Sam. 13:34 Cam-rab hol5/siYm 'a large crowd was (lit. were) com
ing'. For the non-agreement of passive verbs, see p. 160. 
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In BH, the rules of agreement often depend on the word order, i.e., on whether 
the verb comes before the subject or not. This is the case with coordinate noun 
phrases (compound subjects). In the book of Esther, the phrase ham:iiliifs, 
wiluimtin 'the King and Haman' appears five times as a subject, four times fol
lowing a singular verb and once preceding a plural verb. There is no categorical 
rule requiring a verb preceding a compound subject to be singular, but when it is, 
it agrees in gender with the closer conjunct, e.g, Esther 9:29,31, Gen. 33:7, Shab
bat 11 :6, and Sanhedrin 1 :6. 

The clearest evidence of the influence of word order on agreement in BH comes 
from the many cases where we find singular verbs preceding the subject and plural 
verbs following it (in a subsequent clause). This is found with compound subjects 
(e.g., Gen. 9:23, 14:8,21:32,24:50,61,31:14,33:7 [bis], 34:20, 44:14, Num. 
12:1-2,1 Sam. 27:8) and with collectives (e.g., Exod. 1:20,4:31,17:2 [contrast 
17:3],20:14,32:1,31,33:10, Lev. 9:24, Josh. 6:20,1 Kings 18:39). 

Modifiers of genitive phrases occasionally exhibit the force of attraction, agree
ing with the adjacent genitive noun instead of its head, e.g., Exod. 26:26 (contrast 
26:27), Josh. 7:21,1 Sam. 2:4, 2 Kings 1:13 sar f:u'imis:iYm siliSiYm 'a third captain 
of fifty'. 

Interrogation, Affirmation, and Negation 
Yes-no questions are introduced by hii+ - 0, e.g., 1 Kings 2: 13 hiisalo wm bo)iifs,d 
'do you come in peace?' vs. 1 Sam. 16:4 salom bow)iifs,d 'you come in peace?'. 
Omission of the particle is especially common in astonished rhetorical questions 
which follow from a premise, e.g., Judg. 11:23, 14:16 hin:eh WalliY uWPim:iY 10> 
hig:agtiYwilafs, )ag:iYg 'my father and my mother I haven't told and you I should 
tell?!', 1 Sam. 25:10-11, 2 Sam. 11:11,2 Kings 19:11, Jer. 25:29,45:4-5,49:12, 
Ezek. 18:11-13,33:25, Jon. 4:11 vs. Num. 32:6 and Ezek. 20:30-31. Such ques
tions serve as the apodosis of a fortiori arguments, substituting for assertions in
troduced by ) aft ki Y 'all the more so' . 

Hebrew originally had no word for 'yes'; MH hiYn 'yes' is an Aramaic loan
word, while in Gen. 30:34 hen is an Aramaism in the mouth of an Aramean. Af
firmative answers to yes-no questions consist of a restatement of the question in 
positive terms with change of person (first to second and vice versa) but not of 
word order. The answer is often simplified through deletion of all but its first 
word; thus, the affirmative reply to hayga(tiim )iil-Iallan biin-nal:lOwr 'do you 
know Laban son of Nahor?' (Gen. 29:5) is just yaga(nuW 'we know' (not 'we 
know him') and the answer to hii/r-owlifs,a ziih 'is that your voice, (my son David)?' 
(1 Sam. 26:17) is /r-ow[iY 'my voice, (my lord king)'. 

Answers to other types of questions follow the word order of the question, in 
which the questioned element comes first, e.g., Gen. 37:15-16, Josh. 9:8-9, Judg. 
15:10,1 Sam. 28:11,13,2 Sam. 1:3, Jer. 1:11, Yadayim 4:4. 

In all periods, the most common negation is 10>. In addition, there are a number 
of specialized negations, including) eYn for verbless clauses, ) al for volitives, BH 
biltiYfor infinitives (see p. 170), BH !iiriim 'not yet' (normally takes the imper-
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fect, regardless of the tense), MH /d'w 'not so' (in >im /d'w 'otherwise') and MH 
negative polarity words like kalu wm 'anything' and mec 0 WZam 'ever (in the past)'. 

The scope of 10' is highly variable in BH. We find it negating single words, e.g., 
Deut. 32:2110' ->el ... 10' .cam 'a non-god ... a non-folk', Jer. 5:7. We also find it 
negating compound and complex sentences with a scope so wide that it is difficult 
to reproduce in normal English, e.g., Gen. 31:27 lam:ah ... 10'-[hig:a4ta l:iY 
wa>iiSal:ei)iilsd Msiml)dh u1?siriYm] 'why ... did (it) not (happen that) [you told 
me (you were leaving) and so I sent you off with festive music]', Lev. 10:17 
mad:uwac lo'[->ii/saltiim >iil-hai)at:a'l bim/s-owm ha/s-:odiis kiY /s-odiis Is-ddasiYm hi""] 
'why did (it) not (happen that) [you ate the sin offering in the sacred area because 
it is most holy]?', 2 Sam. 18:11, 19:22, Jer. 20:17. 

Scope ambiguity of the negation is common. The phrase 10' yu wma1 X kiY ••• , 

which occurs in 2 Sam. 19:22 with wide scope 10' ('it is not the case that [X shall 
be put to death because ... ]'), occurs in 1 Sam. 11: 13 and Lev. 19:20 with narrow 
scope 10' ('X shall not be put to death, because ... ') (cf. also Gen. 31:27 vs. Ps. 
81: 12-13). Word order can sometimes be used to disambiguate. Thus, the seman
tic difference between Ps. 9: 19 10' lanii~ai) yis:a/sai) 'not forever will he be forgot
ten' and Ps. 119:93 [;jcowlam lo'->iiskai) 'forever will I not forget = I will never 
forget' is made clear by word order, but not the semantic difference between Ps. 
74:19 >al-tiskai) /dnii~ai) 'do not forget forever' and Ps. 15:510' yim:oWt Wowlam 
'he will never be shaken'. In MH, there is no ambiguity: 10' ... lacowlam always 
means 'never'. 

Conjunction 

Coordination 
The boundary between coordination and subordination in BH is not as sharp as in 
English. Semantic relations which are normally made explicit through subordina
tion are occasionally expressed less precisely in BH by coordination, e.g. Gen. 
44:22 wacazall >iir->alliYw wamel 'he will leave his father and he will die' (entail
ment; contrast 1 Cbron. 28:9 wa>im taCazlliin:uw 'and if you leave him'), Exod. 
10:13 hab:o/s-iir hayahwaruwai) ha/s-:adiYm nasa' >iil-hd>arbiih 'morning came and 
the east wind brought the locusts' (simultaneity; contrast Exod. 19:16 bihyot 
hab:o/s-iir 'as morning came'). 

The ubiquitous wa+ is normally considered the main coordinating conjunction, 
but it is not restricted to that role. In all periods, it frequently serves to connect a 
main clause to a previous subordinate clause (e.g., the waw apodosis in Lev. 6:21 
and SO!ah 8:1) and a comment to its topic (e.g., Jer. 6:19 walowral;Yway:im>iisuw-
llah 'and as for my Torah, they rejected it', Shabbat 16:6). And in all periods, it is 
used regularly to connect subordinate clauses of one type (circumstantial) to the 
main clauses which they modify (see Circumstantial Clauses, p. 169). If it is used 
less commonly to introduce subordinate clauses of other types, that is only be
cause they have their own, more specific, conjunctions which pre-empt it. But 
when for some reason those other conjunctions are not used, it is always on hand 
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to fill the void, e.g., Gen. 11:4 (instead of relative >asar), Gen. 42:10 (instead of 
adversative kiY; cf. 42:12), and Gen. 47:6 (instead of complementizing kiY). Final
ly and most remarkable of all, BH wa+ is not uncommon at the beginning of 
utterances or even whole books. 

Subordination 

Circumstantial Clauses 
In all periods, a clause may serve as a temporal adverbial even though it contains 
no word meaning 'while' but simply wa+ or nothing at all (e.g., Exod. 22: 13). In 
such a clause, the subject, if definite, will come first, whether the predicate is a 
perfect (e.g., Gen. 24:31), an active participle (e.g., Gen. 18:1, Bava Me~i'a 
4:10), a stative participle/adjective (e.g., Gen. 18:12, GiW.n 8:2, Yevamot 13:1), 
or a prepositional phrase (e.g., Lev. 7:20, Jer. 2:37, Ketubbot 12:3, GiHin 8:1). 

Conditional Clauses 
The most common conditional particle in all periods is >im 'if'. Others include BH 
lu w> MH >iYl:u w (counterfactual), BH lu wle'lluwleY > MH >iYl:uwleY (negative 
counterfactual), and MH >apiYl:uw 'even if'. 

Omission of the apodosis is permissible in contexts which allow the hearer to 
reconstruct it. When the speaker lays out two antithetical alternatives in condition
al form, the apodosis of the first conditional may be omitted if it is the one pre
ferred by the speaker and requires no further action, e.g., Gen. 4:7, Exod. 32:32 
> im-tis:a' I)at:a'lam wa> im > ayin mal)eni Y na' mis: ipra/sa > asar kdlal?ta 'if You will 
forgive their sin; but if not, erase me from Your book which You have written', 1 
Sam. 12:14-15, Makkot 1:1 (cf. also Dan. 3:15). In all of these cases, the apodosis 
of the first conditional is to be understood as towl? 'well and good' and/or a volitive 
formed from the verb of the protasis, as in Ruth 3:13 >im-yig>ale/s towl? yig>al 
wa>im 10' yal)po~ lagd>Jle/s uWg>altiYfs >ano/siY 'if he will redeem, good -let him 
redeem; but if he does not want to redeem for you, I will redeem for you myself'. 

Complement Clauses 
Complement clauses occur commonly as subjects of equational sentences and as 
objects of verbs and prepositions, but only rarely as subjects of verbs (except for 
those modified by the adverbial b5~eYneY X 'in the eyes of X'). Finite and non
finite types coexist in all periods, with the latter becoming relatively less frequent 
inMH. 

As subjects of equational sentences and objects of prepositions, the finite and 
non-finite types are in free variation (cf. Gen. 27:44-45 ~a4 >asar-tasuQ l)amal 
>al)iY/sd, ~a4-suQ >ap >al)iY/sd mim:a/sd 'until your brother's fury turns back, until 
the turning back of your brother's anger from you', where the two are in apposi
tion) or complementary distribution (see below). However, /ipneY 'before' takes 
only non-finite complements in all periods, while BH b5+taram 'before (lit. when 
not yet)' usually takes finite complements. Verbs, too, generally select one type 
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or the other. 
When a compound or complex noun sentence with two finite verbs is trans

formed into the complement of a preposition, and the first verb turns into an infin
itive, the second verb normally remains finite in BH, even though it is also 
governed by the preposition. It continues to bear the same relationship to the in
finitive that it did to the finite verb, whether it be consecutive (e.g., Gen. 39: 18 
kahiiriYmiY *0 wliYwa>ii*r('1' 'when 1 raised [lit. upon my raising] my voice and cried 
out'; cf. 39:15 hiiriYmoliY *owliYwa>ii*ra' 'I raised my voice and cried out'), cir
cumstantial (e.g., Gen. 44:30 k5go>iY >iil-(agd5!s& >agiY w5han:a(ar >eYniin:uw 
>it:anuw 'upon my coming to your servant, my father, the boy not being with us'; 
cf. 44:34 >eYfs, >ii(iIliih>iiPa!JiYw5han:a(ar >eYniin:uw >it:iY 'how can 1 go up to my 
father, the boy not being with me'), adversative (e.g., Exod. 12:27 b5nagpoW >iil
mi$rayim wPiil-bat:eYnu w hi$:?1 'when he smote [lit. at the time of his smiting] 
the Egyptians but saved our houses [lit. our houses he saved]' [note the inverted 
word order], 1 Sam. 24:11 [12]) or repetitive (e.g., Ezek. 13:8; contrast Ezek. 
25:6). 

BH grammars do not distinguish those non-finite usages that correspond to the 
English verbal noun from those that correspond to the English infinitive, calling 
them all infinitives. The complementizer ta/5+ (etymologically, but not syntacti
cally, identical to the preposition la/5+ 'to, for') is not considered an adequate ba
sis for distinguishing, since, in most of the environments which permit it, it is only 
optional (contrast Provo 21:9 to Wg la+siigiil (al-pin:al-gag 'to dwell on the corner 
of a roof is better ... ' with 25:24 to Wg siigiil (al-pin:al-gag 'dwelling on the corner 
of a roof is better ... ' and Deut. 22: 19 with Deut. 22:29). 

The MH situation is quite different, a sharp distinction having developed be
tween two types of non-finite complements: an infinitive and another type remi
niscent of the English verbal noun. The latter, frequently on the patterns C5CiYC&h 
(in *al) and CiC:uwI (in pi(el), is more noun-like than the former, appearing al
ready in the Bible with the definite article and even the plural ending. The infini
tive is the direct descendant of the old BH infinitive with the complementizer 
1&/5+. That complementizer has become obligatory and inseparable: BH mi+b:o W' 

> MH mi+/:agoW' '(prevent/refrain/delay) from/in coming', BH 15+giltiY «(isowl 
'to not do' > MH (sii+ )/:0' la«(isowl 'not to do'. 

The use of the infinitive rather than a finite complement in the imperfect was 
optional with some matrix verbs (contrast Demai 6:8 with Ketubbot 6:2, below, 
and Yevamot 9:3 with 13: 12) and obligatory with others; either way, it created a 
good deal of alternation between the infinitive and the imperfect, which, in tum, 
led to morphological contamination of the former by the latter. Thus, BH ta+lel > 
MH fiYt:en 'to give', due to alternations like Makkot 1:1 row$iih fiYt:en 'wants to 
give' - Avot 5: 13 ro w$ii h sii+y:it:en 'wants that he give'. Similarly, BH le+' mor > 
MH 10 wmar 'to say', due to alternations like Demai 6:8 yafs,o WI hu W' 10 wmar 'he is 
able to say' - Ketubbot 6:2 yafs,owl hu W' sii+y:o'mar 'he is able that he say'. 
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Relative Clauses 
In the fullest case relative clauses have a head, a relative conjunction (not a pro
noun) and a so-called "resumptive" pronoun, e.g., Gen. 9:3 ktil-ramas JaJar huw'_ 
/Jay 'every mobile thing such that it is alive', Deut. 18:21,22 had:dgdr JaJar 10'-
4ib:arowy. 'the thing such that the Lord did not say it', Gen. 28:13, Kil'ayim 5:1, 
Pe'ah 2:7. 

Under certain conditions, one or more of these may be omitted. When the nouns 
JiYJ 'person', ddgdr 'thing', and md~owm 'place' serve as the head, they may be 
omitted, leaving behind any preposition which governed them and/or the word kol 
'every', e.g., Exod. 35:23-24 wa/sdl-JiYJ JaJar nim~d' Jit:o w ... wa/sol JaJar nim~d' 
J it:o W 'and every person such that there was found with him ... and every [person] 
such that there was found with him ... ', Num. 31:23 ktil-ddfldr JaJar-ydgo' gdJeJ 
... wa/sol J aJar 10' -ydgo' bdJ eS ... 'every thing such that it withstands fire ... and 
every [thing] such that it does not withstand fire ... " Ruth 1: 16, Berakhot 6:7, Ye
vamot2:3. 

Resumptive pronouns which function as subject or object of the relative clause 
are commonly omitted in all periods, yielding the gap type of relative clause. This 
can create syntactic ambiguity. Thus, 2 Kings 19:12 hag:oWyim JaJar Jibii[uw 

Jago w[ay 'the nations that my ancestors destroyed' can also mean 'the nations that 
destroyed my ancestors' , since the use of the direct object marker is not obligatory 
(seep. 153). 

Resumptive pronouns attached to nouns (e.g., the possessive pronoun in Deut. 
28:49 goWy JaJar 10' -[iJma~ zaJonow 'a nation such that you do not understand its 
language', Ketubbot 4:3) may not be omitted, but resumptive pronouns attached 
to prepositions are occasionally omitted, especially in biblical poetry. When this 
occurs, the stranded preposition is normally omitted as well, e.g., Deut. 28:27,35 
Ja/JiYn ... JaJar lo'-[uw/sallaherdpe' 'an inflammation such that you will not be 
able to recover [from it]', Isa. 51:1 ~uwr /Ju~:agtam ... ma~:aga[ bowr nu~:artam 
'the rock [such that] you were hewn [from it] ... the quarry [such that] you were 
dug [from it]', Terumot 1 :2. In rare instances, we find the stranded preposition 
moved out of a headless relative clause and placed in front of JaJar, e.g., Gen. 
31:32 ~im JaJar tim~d' Ja[-JiilohiiY/sd 'with [the person] such that you find your 
gods (will not live) = the person such that you find your gods with him (will not 
live) vs. Gen. 44:9 J aJar yim:d~e' J it:o W , [the person] such that it is found with him 
(will die)', Num. 22:6, Ezek. 23:40. 

Asyndesis with a finite verbal predicate is common in biblical poetry, especial
ly when the antecedent of the relative clause is indefinite, e.g., Jer. 5: 15 go Wy 10'
[e4a~ laJonowwalo' [iJma~ ma h-y4ab:er 'a nation [such that] you do not know its 
language and you do not understand what they are saying' (contrast Deut. 28:49, 
above). It is far less common in biblical prose and non-existent in the Mishnah. In 
the linguistically modernized version of Isaiah found at Qumran many of the asyn
detic relative clauses of the Masoretic version have been eliminated through the 
activity of MH-speaking scribes who found them difficult to understand. 

Hebrew has considerable flexibility in forming relative clauses. It allows types 
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whose English counterparts are ungrammatical, e.g., Exod. 33:1, Josh. 13:21-22 
siY/:town rnaliits Jui>limoriY >asiir [hik:a h mosiih >O!Ow w;Pii!-n;WY>eY migyan ... 
w;Pii!-bWam biin-bi~owr ... Juiragu W llaneY-yisra>el ... ] 'Sihon king ofthe Amor
ites such that [Moses smote him and the Midianite chiefs ... and the Israelites slew 
Balaam son of Beor], , 1 Sam. 25:11 >anasiYm >asiirlo' ya4a~tiY >eY miz:iih hem:ah 
'men such that I know not where they are from'. 

It also allows relative clauses to contain multiple resumptive pronouns, e.g. 
Deut 8:9 > iirii~ > asiir > aMnii'hd llarziil u wmehdrarii'hd ta/:t~oll na/:tosii! 'a land 
such that its rocks are iron and from its hills you shall hew copper', 11 :6, A vot 
3:17, and - with asyndesis - Jer. 5:15 (see above). Sometimes the first of these 
pronouns will be omitted but not the second, yielding a hybrid of the gap and pro
noun retention types, e.g., Gen. 26:18, Deut. 4:46-47, Jer. 28:3, Ezra 1:7. 

BH permits the formation of relative clauses with two different antecedents, as 
long as they are immediate constituents of the same genitive noun phrase, e.g., 
Gen. 24:24 biin-mi/kdh > asiir yaUgah 'the son of Milkah such that she bore [him]' , 
2 Sam. 16:23 ~a~a! >a/:tiY!opiil >asiir ya~a~ 'the advice of Ahithophel such that he 
gave [it]' (contrast 17:7 hd(e~ah>asiir ya~a~ >a/:tiY!opiil 'the advice such that Ahi
thophel gave [it]), Gen. 45:27, Exod. 5:14, Deut. 5:24, 1 Kings 15:30, 2 Kings 
17:22, Ps. 107:2. 

In addition, BH does not require the resumptive pronoun to be in the 3rd person. 
In syndetic relative clauses modifying the nominal predicate of a 1 st or 2nd person 
pronoun, the resumptive pronoun is normally in the same person, e.g., Judg. 13:11 
ha>at:ah hd>iYs >asiir-dib:artd >iil-h(Pis:ah 'are you the man such that you spoke 
to the woman?' The same is true of syndetic relative clauses modifying a vocative 
noun but not asyndetic ones; contrast Isa. 41:8 with 44: 1. 

Finally, it is worth noting that biblical style has no aversion to sentences 
crammed full of relative clauses. Deut. 11 :2-7, with its ten relative clauses em
bedded at four different levels within a complement clause embedded at a fifth 
level, is probably about as close as one can come to infinite recursion in the real 
world. 

Notes 
Our italicized transliteration of the Masoretic pointing is based on the views of the 
Masoretes themselves rather than those of later theoreticians like Joseph ~imbi. 
Thus, we distinguish seven vowel qualities: . i, .. e, .,' ii, _ a, • a, . 0, ... u. (The 
choice of Swedish a and ii to represent • and .. is based, in part, on parallels in the 
historical development of these vowels.) We indicate quantity in ,a"n Ii, _, a, and 
., d, but the superscript letter in '. iY, etc. does not represent length. Whenever a 
letter is left unpointed in the Masoretic text of the Bible (mainly N > , i1 h, , w, and 
, y, but in several instances :!l ~ and tV s), we indicate that fact using superscript 
signs: " h, w, and Y. The Masoretes viewed all such letters as quiescent, unlike 
~imbi, who considered some of them to be markers of vowel length. 
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